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Sandhya

Astrological Importance of Mantras
Mantras hold a very important place in astrology and hindu religion. Vedic Astrology says that by
chanting mantras you can make planets more auspicious and favorable and increase their
benefic influence on your life.
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Auspicious Mantra for your Janam Kundali
Auspicious Mantra for your Rashi
During the time of birth moon is placed in the Scorpio sign in your Kundali, this makes Scorpio
your moon sign.The planet Mars is the lord of this sign.The analysis of a person’s nature and
behaviour depends on the ascendant and moon sign. Hence to keep the moon sign strong its
planet lord needs to be strengthened. Mars being the lord of your moon sign should be kept
strong. Doing so will keep your confidence level high, your senses will be in control, your brain
will work efficiently and you will be able to take logical decisions. You will not lack in courage and
valour. To strengthen your moon sign you can chant the following mantra in the morning or
evening. The mantra should be chanted 108 times. If in any case you don’t have enough time
then this mantra can also be chanted 11 or 21 times. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Kraam Kreem Kraum Saha Bhaumaya Namah” Or “Om Bhaum Bhaumaya Namah”.

Auspicious Mantra for your Nakshatra
You were born under the Jyeshtha Nakshatra, Indra is the lord of this Nakshatra. Those born in
this Nakshatra are committed towards their work. You will be eager to complete you work. You
will be good in studies, logical, interested in sciences, humorous, virtuous, good at answering
back,flexible in nature, get angry easily and frequently and also tend to exaggerate. You will
have less number of friends. Your anger will have no bounds. You will be haughty in behaviour.
You will have a strong liking for animals. You will be interested in keeping pets. You will be cooperative. You might come across many obstacles and difficulties on the road to progress. You
may go against your family.
Jyeshtha Nakshatra controls the intestines, anus, genital parts, womb and uterus. You may face
ailments relating these body parts when the Jyeshtha Nakshatra is afflicted. To reduce the
unfavourable effects of this Nakshatra you should worship the idol of the lord of Jyeshtha
Nakshatra everyday. Doing so will bring a fall of the inauspicious effects and increase the
auspicious effects. Apart from this, you can donate sesame seeds, gold and blue coloured
garments to a Brahmin according to how much you can afford. You can also wear the root of
Apamarg as a pendant.
On the Jyeshtha Nakshatra day of the month, perform a hawan using sesame seeds, pure Ghee
and Tendul mixed with the wood of Apamarg. While performing the hawan chant 1 rosary of the
following Jyeshtha Nakshatra mantra. After this you can chant the mantra every morning:
“OmTratarmindramaveetarmindragoomhave Havesuhav Goom Shoormindram
Hriyamishkramam Puruhutmindra Goom Swastino Madhvadatwivandrah Om Shakraya Namah”.
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Mantra for the planets in your kundali
Mantra for Saturn
Saturn is the lord of an auspicious house and is in strong state in your Kundali. This strong state
of Saturn will give you auspicious results. You will get progress in your life due to your intellect. It
is not necessary for you to perform the remedies of Saturn since Saturn is strong in your Kundali.
But, you can chant the Mantra of Saturn. You should chant the Mantra of Saturn in the evening.
Chanting one rosary of this Mantra daily will be good for you. Begin the chant of this Mantra from
the Saturday of Shukla Paksha.
The Mantra of Saturn is - ‘Om Pram Preem Praum Sah Shanay Namah’.

Mantra for Venus
Venus is the lord of an auspicious house but is present in weak state in your Kundali. Venus is
considered the Karaka of affluence. Therefore, luxury may be reduced in your life due to the
weak state of Venus. You may have to make extra efforts to get the things of luxury. Chant the
Mantras of Venus to strengthen it. The chant of these Mantras should be started from the Friday
of Shukla Paksha. This will increase the auspicious effects of Venus.
The Mantra of Venus is - ‘Om Dram Dreem Draum Sah Shukray Namah’.

Mantra for Mercury
Mercury is the lord of auspicious houses and is strong in your Kundali. Mercury is the only planet
which gives mixed results even in its strong state. Your mind keeps wandering in its Dasha. You
should chant the Mantra of Mercury to strengthen it and to increase its auspicious results. Begin
the chant of this Mantra from the Wednesday of Shukla Paksha. One rosary of this Mantra
should be chanted daily in morning.
The Mantra is - ‘Om Bram Breem Braum Sah Budhay Namah’.

Mantra for Saturn
Saturn is the lord of an auspicious house and is in strong state in your Kundali. This strong state
of Saturn will give you auspicious results. You will get progress in your life due to your intellect. It
is not necessary for you to perform the remedies of Saturn since Saturn is strong in your Kundali.
But, you can chant the Mantra of Saturn. You should chant the Mantra of Saturn in the evening.
Chanting one rosary of this Mantra daily will be good for you. Begin the chant of this Mantra from
the Saturday of Shukla Paksha.
The Mantra of Saturn is - ‘Om Pram Preem Praum Sah Shanay Namah’.

Mantra for Mars
Mars is the lord of an auspicious house in your Kundali and is present in its strong state in
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your Kundali. You will be brave and hard-working due to the presence of strong Mars. You will
be very energetic in this period. You don’t need to perform any remedy because Mars is strong
in your Kundali. But, you can chant the Mantras of Mars. You should chant these Mantras in the
evening. You will get auspicious results by chanting one rosary of the Mantra of Mars everyday.
The chant of the Mantras of Mars should be started from the Tuesday of Shukla Paksha.

The Mantra is - ‘Om Kram Kreem Kraum Sah Bhaumay Namah’.

Mantra for Moon
Moon is the lord of an auspicious house but is present in weak state in your Kundali. The
auspicious results in your Kundali may decrease due to the weak state of Moon. You should
chant the Mantra of Moon to strengthen it. This will increase its auspicious results in your
Kundali. Chant the Mantra of Moon at night. Chant one rosary of this Mantra everyday. The
chant of Mantra of Moon should be started from the Monday of Shukla Paksha or from
Poornima.
The Mantra of Moon is - ‘Om Shram Shreem Shraum Sah Chandramase Namah’.

Mantra for Venus
Venus is the lord of an auspicious house but is present in weak state in your Kundali. Venus is
considered the Karaka of affluence. Therefore, luxury may be reduced in your life due to the
weak state of Venus. You may have to make extra efforts to get the things of luxury. Chant the
Mantras of Venus to strengthen it. The chant of these Mantras should be started from the Friday
of Shukla Paksha. This will increase the auspicious effects of Venus.
The Mantra of Venus is - ‘Om Dram Dreem Draum Sah Shukray Namah’.
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Mantra for achieving an aim
Mantra for happiness and peace in your family
If there is any disruption in the joy and harmony of your family then chant the following mantra.
Chanting this mantra will create a harmonious environment at home. The mantra is : “Om
Namah Shivay”. Whenever you get the feeling that your home environment is getting polluted
with family conflicts, chant the given mantra everyday. Choose the time between morning or
evening. It will be more advantageous if you chant this mantra in front of a Shivling. Offer water
to the Shivling and chant the mantra. However make sure you do not establish a Shivling at
home.
Apart from this you can recite Vishnu Sahastranaam every Wednesday and Thursday. This will
creates an environment full of harmony at home. If you have difference in thoughts with your
spouse or keep arguing about everything, be it big or small then free yourself from all your
household duties and take a bath. Wear clean clothes. Go to the nearest Shiv Mandir and
worship the Shivling and chant 5 rosaries of this mantra :
“Om Namah Sambhawaye Cha Mayo Bhawaya Cha Namah Shankaraya Cha Mayskaraya Cha
Namah Shivay Cha Shivtaray Cha”.

Mantra for financial prosperity
Everyone has to go through all kinds of ups and downs in their lives, be it mental troubles, health
or financial troubles. Several times a person gets rid of these problems quickly. But sometimes
one has to face the financial turmoil for quite along time.
When you come across financial obstacles in your life then chant the Kuber mantra every
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morning. If you can then start chanting the mantra from the day of the Brighter half and chant the
mantra 10 lakh times. After this perform Dashansh hawan using sesame seeds, it will help you
get rid of your financial troubles. The mantra is as follows:
Dhyan Mantra: “Manujwahay Vimandar Sthit, Garud Ratnanibh Nidhi Nayak Shiv Sakh Mukutadi
Vibhushit, Vargade Dadhat Bhaj Tundilam”.
Kuber mantra: “Om Yakshaya Kuberaya Vaishravanaya Dhan Dhanyadipataye Samriddhi Me
Dehi Dapay Swaha”.
Or else you can also chant another Kuber Mantra:
“Om Shreem Om Hreem Shreem Kleem Vitteshwaraya Namah”.

Mantra for educational progress
If you are a student or preparing for an exam then you should take a bath in the morning, wear
clean clothes, complete your daily routine then mediate everyday about the Goddess of Intellect,
Saraswati. This will keep your memory sharp. If you chant 1 rosary of the given mantra everyday
then you will be highly benefited. The mantra is as follows:
“Saraswati Mahabhage Vidhye Kamallochne, Vidhyarupe Vishalakshi Vidhyam Dehi
Namostute”.
Worship lord Ganesh everyday to strengthen your mind power and chant this short mantra
during the ritual. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Gan Ganpataye Namah”.
In case you are married and your kids go to school then you can also tell them to chant the
Saraswati mantra. If the kids chant the mantra 5 time before they start studying then they will be
very beneficial for them.
To get good marks in your exams chant 1 rosary the following Chaupai everyday. This will surely
bring you success for your exams. The Chaupai is as follows:
“Guru Griha Gaye Paran Raghurayi Alap Kaal Vidhya Sab Aayi”.
Or
You can also worship lord Hanuman everyday instead. Recite one rosary of his Doha, this will
increase your mind and memory power. The Doha is as follows:
“Buddhiheen Tanu Janike Sumeiro Pawan Kumar, Bal Buddhi Vidhya Dehu Mohi Harhu Kales
Vikar”.

Mantra for advancement in job
If you have searching for a job since many days and still not getting one then chant 1 rosary of
the following mantra every day :
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“Vishwa Bharan Poshan Kar Joi. Takar Naam Bharat Us Hoi”.

Mantra for business progress
If you are in a business and are facing many problems and obstacles in its progress then break a
Peepal leaf in Pushya Nakshatra on a Wednesday. Sit on a woollen seat facing eastwards.
Using a pomegranate pen and saffron ink, write the following mantra on the leaf. Then place this
leaf at the prayer altar. Chant 1 rosary of this mantra every morning. You will be free from
business related problems. The mantra is :
“Om Namo Bhagwate Vasudevaya Namah”.

Mantra for physical comforts
To receive all comforts in life chant 1 rosary of the mantra given below everyday after taking a
bath and completing your daily routine. Begin chanting on the Brighter Half day, while chanting
the mantra sit on a clean seat facing north or east. The mantra is as follows:
“Sarva Mangal Mangalye, Shive Sarvarth Sadhike, Sharanye Traiambake, Gauri Narayani
Namostute”.

Mantra for peace of mind
Everyone wishes for mental peace. If the mind is at peace then the health is
also benefited. Mental trouble is the root of all types of troubles. Hence worship Lord Ganesh or
recite Ganesh Chalisa or Ganesh Strota every morning to maintain mental happiness and
peace. Doing so will give you a huge amount of mental peace and you will happily fulfill all of
your duties. Apart from this after taking bath and completing your daily routine every morning,
chant the following mantra. This also helps in giving you mental peace. Chant 1 rosary of this
mantra in the morning then begin your day to day activities:
“Om Sheem Sheem Sheem Sheem Sheem Phat”.

Mantra to resolve problems
Several times, numerous problems stand in our life all at once. To solve all of these problems at
once you need to chant the following mantra. You can chant the mantra in the morning or
evening, as per your convenience. Start chanting the mantra on a Brighter Half day:
“Sarvabadha Virnimukto Dhan Dahnya Samnwitah Manushyo Matprasaden
Bhavishyati Na Sanshay”.

If you are caught up in any case and taking several rounds of the court, then you should make a
special Yantra and keep it with yourself to attain victory. Doing so will make surely win. Engrave
this Yantra on a silver plate or Bhojpatra. Make this device after Ravipushya Yoga, Gurupushya
Yoga, Sayan Sankranti, Hasta Nakshatra, Mool Nakshatra or on Diwali
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after sunset. Establish the Yantra and worship it everyday. You will definitely win the court case
if you do as instructed. When you are in the court keep this Yantra in your pocket. Worship this
Yantra by chanting the following mantra:
“Om Nili Nili, Mahanili(take the name of your rival or the judge)
Talu Sarv Khili, Sahi Khilo Tatkshnaya Swaha”.
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Mantra for the Mahadasha running in your Kundali
Chanting the Mantras of the lord of Mahadasha will give you favourable results related to the
planet whose Mahadasha is running in your Kundali. It is very necessary for you to chant these
Mantras. This chant will also benefit you when the lord of the Dasha running in your Kundali is
the lord of an inauspicious house.

Mantra for the Mahadasha of Sun
27 Sep 2012 - 27 Aug 2018
Sun Mahadasha is running in you Kundali at present. Sun Mahadasha lasts for entire 6 years.
Whenever any Mahadasha is running you should always chant the mantra related to it, even if
the specific planet is auspicious or not for your Kundali. This is because you will get results
based on Mahadasha. The count for chanting Sun’s mantra is seven thousand.
Complete chanting the first seven thousand during the period of Sankalp. Now perform
Dashansh hawan, then chant 1 rosary of Sun Mantra every morning till the Mahadasha of Sun
remains. On every Sunday recite Aditya Hriday Strota, this increases the Sun’s auspicious
effects and decreases the inauspicious effects. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Ghrini Suryaya Namah” Or Hram Hreem Hraum Sah Suryaya Namah”.

Mantra for the Mahadasha of Moon
27 Aug 2018 - 05 Jul 2028
Moon Mahadasha is running in you Kundali at present. Moon Mahadasha lasts for 10 years in
your life. You will get results based on this Mahadasha so you should definitely chant mantras of
Moon to increase the Moon’s auspicious effects and decreases the inauspicious effects.
Whenever a new Mahadasha begins then its related mantra should be chanted. Complete
eleven thousand chants of the mantra during the Sankalp period. Begin chanting from Shukla
Paksha in the evening. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Som Somaya Namah” Or “ Om Shraam Shreem Shraum Sah Chandramase Namah”.

Mantra for the Mahadasha of Mars
05 Jul 2028 - 30 May 2035
Mars Mahadasha is running in you Kundali at present. Mars Mahadasha will last for 7 years in
your life. You will get results based on this Mahadasha so you should definitely chant mantras of
Mars to increase the Mars’ auspicious effects and decrease the inauspicious effects.

Mantra for the Mahadasha of Rahu
30 May 2035 - 24 Feb 2053
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Rahu Mahadasha is running in you Kundali at present. Rahu Mahadasha will last for 18 years in
your life. You will get results based on this Mahadasha so you should definitely chant mantras of
Rahu as it increases the auspicious effects and decreases the inauspicious effects. Whenever a
new Mahadasha begins then its related mantra should be chanted. Do complete eighteen
thousand chants of the Rahu mantra during the Sankalp period. Begin chanting from Shukla
Paksha at night. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Ram Rahave Namah” Or “Om Bhram Bhreem Bhraum Sah Rahave Namah”.

Mantra for the Mahadasha of Jupiter
24 Feb 2053 - 02 Dec 2068
Jupiter Mahadasha is running in you Kundali at present. Jupiter Mahadasha will last in your life
for 16 years. You will get results based on this Mahadasha so you should definitely chant
mantras of Jupiter as it increases the auspicious effects and decreases the inauspicious effects.
Whenever a new Mahadasha begins then its related mantra should be chanted. Do complete
nineteen thousand chants of the Jupiter mantra during the Sankalp period. Begin chanting from
Shukla Paksha in the evening. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Brim Brihaspataye Namah” Or “ Om Graam Greem Graum Sah Guruve Namah”.

Mantra for the Mahadasha of Saturn
02 Dec 2068 - 25 Aug 2087
Saturn Mahadasha is currently running in you Kundali. Saturn Mahadasha will last for 19 years in
your life. You will get results based on this Mahadasha so you should definitely chant mantras of
Saturn as it increases the auspicious effects and decreases the inauspicious effects.
Whenever a new Mahadasha begins then its related mantra should be chanted. Do complete
twenty three thousand chants of the Saturn mantra during the Sankalp period. Begin chanting
from Shukla Paksha in the evening. The mantra is as follows:
“Om Sham Shanaishachraya Namah” Or “Om Praam Preem Praum Sah Shanye Namah”.
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